Analysis of oropouche virus L protein amino acid sequence showed the presence of an additional conserved region that could harbour an important role for the polymerase activity.
We described here the complete nucleotide sequence of the L RNA segment of Oropouche virus (genus Orthobunyavirus, family Bunyaviridae). We found the L RNA segment is 6846 nucleotides long and encodes a putative RNA polymerase of 2250 amino acids. Phylogenetic analysis showed that ORO virus cluster to the Orthobunyavirus genus confirming the serological classification. It also showed that Bunyamwera and California viruses, from the Orthobunyavirus genus, are more closely related to each other than to ORO virus. Sequence comparisons performed between the L proteins of 15 bunyaviruses and the PB1 proteins of 3 influenza viruses revealed that ORO L protein contains the 3 regions characteristic of arenaviruses and bunyaviruses. These comparisons also showed the existence of an additional fourth conserved region in the L protein of bunyaviruses that contains at least two active sites.